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he 19th-century lessons from the White Plague
of tuberculosis—that crowded and wretched
housing, interspersed dirty industries, and dan-

erous streets affect people’s health and productivity—
ent great power to the push for “healthy cities” with
dequate sanitary infrastructure, parks, and clean air.
n America, we made significant progress toward
ealthy environments through zoning and environ-
ental controls. An improved standard of living with

labor-saving devices” and abundant automobiles made
ur lives physically easier. We engineered more conve-
ience and less “community” as our vehicles and tax
olicies encouraged the spread of houses and highways
cross the landscape. Over the last 5 years, a number of
s who work in environmental health have become
oncerned that this shift has exacerbated the most
revalent morbidities of the 21st century, namely
hronic diseases. At first, the thought that distant green
uburbs might have a negative impact on population
ealth and well-being seems strange—clearly these
laces are healthier than our teeming cities, aren’t
hey?

In the United States, health and activity are con-
idered matters of independent personal choice,
ather than the consequence of our physical sur-
oundings. But now, in a nation in which at least one
f three adults is overweight or obese, where big-box
tores and low-density suburban sprawl have replaced
rban parks and walkable town centers, where ten-

ane highways and outdated zoning policies are trans-
orming America’s agricultural heartland into a sea
f automobiles and fast-food purveyors, the connec-
ion between the built environment and public
ealth has become self-evident and common sense.
Our car-loving, pedestrian-hostile environment has
ade it increasingly difficult to effect one’s choice to

e healthy and active. A few years ago, a number of us
egan actively to revive the notion that urban planning
nd wise land use improves health, in large part by
ncouraging public transportation, physical activity,
nd socialization. As new studies are completed and
ublished, this logic is confirmed anew in our own
ime. Research suggests that individuals will indeed
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ake more healthful choices if given the opportunity—
ut as captives of environments that offer few practical
lternatives, our physical activity and diet decisions are
learly not solely a personal decision.

Although the “Smart Growth” movement has long
upported the link between well-planned communities
nd social welfare, public health leaders have remained
elatively silent. Even now, we do not claim that sprawl
nd poor urban planning are the principal causes of
besity, chronic disease, or other social ills. As the
apers1–13 in this supplement to the American Journal of
reventive Medicine indicate, however, our local environ-
ents are where we spend most of our lives, and how

hey are designed influences our behaviors, thinking,
nd health, even when we are completely unaware of
his.

In an era of smoke-free public buildings, it is hard to
elieve that just 20 years ago smokers lit up in restau-
ants and on airplanes. Public policy has made great
rogress in identifying policies and trends that ravage
ur health. Policymakers must now recognize the hid-
en health hazards within our sprawling urban environ-
ents to be able to make the same progress on obesity,

iabetes, cardiovascular disease, and mental health as
hey have on lead poisoning, smoking, and waterborne
astrointestinal diseases. Furthermore, urban renewal
fforts must be multipronged, engaging experts in
ublic health, housing policy, parks and recreation,
nvironmental issues, education, agriculture, and
ransportation.

A narrow, quick-fix approach will not be enough to
eal with the chronic diseases and community trans-

ormation that have worsened over the last few
ecades. We need to adopt systems thinking and
hanges to undo the damage our built environment
as already done. But the underlying idea is, in fact,
simple one, one that we all learned in kindergar-

en—we humans work and live better when we have
he opportunity to play, run around, have fun, and be
utdoors with people we like. This simple lesson
hould underscore the way we plan and inhabit our
nvironments.
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